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"Scholarship at
The University of
Montana is a
service to the people
of Montana and
his new edition of V ision presents the latest in

■

scholarly research and creativity at T h e U niver
sity of M ontana. T hese activities are conducted
for two fundamental purposes: First, and h istori

cally the most significant, is curriculum development. T he

search and scholarship of the university community generates
new elem ents for existing courses, new courses of study, and

ultim ately new degree programs. T h e second purpose is the
generation of econ om ic developm ent for the state of M on 
tana. New products and applications are brought to market.
Outreach into the community sets the stage for growth. And
cultural programs support and enhance the m arketplace, en 
abling business to thrive.
T h e scholarship we share with you in V ision is not
only a contribution to the world's body of knowledge, it is a
service to the people of M ontana and is cond ucted in the
spirit of addressing the needs of our community.

Raymond C. Murray
A ssociate Provost for Research & Econom ic Developm ent
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ow would you go about searching for evidence of life on Mars?
If you'd watched a few episodes of Star Trek, you might think
of beaming down from a space ship and checking caves and

crevices with a ray gun. But if you were a geochemist, you might begin
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by taking a trip to Iceland or Australia to examine the
rocks surrounding ancient hot springs.
This makes good sense to Nancy Hinman, assistant
professor of geology at The University of Montana. Un
der a grant from the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration, she's working with an international team of
scientists to lay the groundwork for a search for signs of
life on Mars. They're not looking for little green guys
with antennae, but they have high hopes of finding fossil
ized cyanobacteria.
Although this primitive life form is microscopic, its
communities of hundreds of thousands of organisms are
large enough to detect easily.
If a planet has
cyanobacteria, Hinman says, there's a good chance it also
has— or used to have— more advanced life forms as well.
On Earth, cyanobacteria like to live at the edges of hot
springs, where they thrive in the extreme temperatures
and salinity. When the mineral-laden water swamps the
colonies, they become entombed in silica, which eventu
ally recrystallizes into fossil-laden quartz.
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That's where Hinman's trips to such far-flung places as
Iceland and Australia come in. '"Anywhere there are hot
springs there is a modern analogue on Earth for conditions
that might have existed on early Mars," she says. She
cites NASA evidence that Mars once had volcanos, flow
ing water, and, quite possibly, hot springs.
For instance, Mars has large plateaus that are thought
to be formed by intrusions of igneous rocks. The edges of
these plateaus are studded with small canyons where
ground water may have flowed. "Any time you have igne
ous activity and water, you have the potential for hot
springs," she says.
That doesn't mean the first Earthlings on Mars can ex
pect to bask in a nice hot pool. "There's no liquid water
now on the surface of Mars— it seems to be tied up as per
mafrost," she explains. "But there might be a life form in
permafrost."

by Jem Easter Bahls

goal: Do the work, gather the samples, and find out.
The search for evidence of life could focus on ground
That gives me a long-term perspective."
water or limestone in lakes or shallow seas, but hot
Hinman returns from her travels to a rock-bedecked
springs deposits are easier to find. "Hot springs are
office on the third floor of UM's Science Complex.
points of economic importance," she says, noting the
There's a bicycle under the window, a microscope on the
precious metals often found there. "Many companies
counter, and chunks of crumbly rock stashed everywhere.
have gotten very good at finding them."
Her enthusiasm is inspiring as she pulls samples of
Studying Martian hot springs may uncover precious
silica and quartz from the narrow drawers of a gray metal
metals. Within a few hundred years, Hinman says,
cabinet. Here's a chalky mat, a cyanobacteria community
people could be mining on Mars. But the potential for
preserved in silica. Here's a chunk of quartz showing
mining isn't what drives Hinman. She's excited about
what
happens when the fossils crystallize. Here's one
the clear, foreseeable goal of sending a probe to Mars
from an active hot spring in
and using the data gathered on
Yellowstone National Park; here's
Earth to direct it in the collec
one from a hot spring that
tion of samples.
bubbled in Nevada millions of
Why bother looking for life
years ago. Hinman's job is to
on Mars? "Our findings will
document and understand what
help us understand where we
happens through geological time
stand in the universe," Hinman
to the silica that swamps the
says. "It's a question of funda
"poor little critters," she explains.
mental curiosity and part of
the broader search for extrater
Hinman came to UM in Sep
restrial life in the universe."
tember 1989 to enhance the ge
ology department's program in
NASA has scheduled a mis
Geomorphic features o f M artian surface. Such satellite images are used to
geochemistry and environmental
sion to Mars in 1996, with a
locate features indicative o f hot spring terrain. Photo courtesy o f NASA.
specialized all-terrain vehicle
geoscience. Her training and ex
programmed to carry out spe
perience include a degree from
cific tasks after it lands on the
Reed College in Portland, Or
red planet, thirty-five million
egon, a doctorate from the
miles from Earth.
One of
Scripps Institution of Oceanogra
th ose tasks will be driving to a
phy in La Jolla, California, and
hot springs formation identi
three years as a post-doctoral fel
fied by Hinman's team, making
low at the Battelle Pacific North
specified measurements, and
west Laboratory in Richland,
collecting the number of grams
Washington, studying the geo
of material her team is allotted.
chemistry of ground water con
Programming the probe's
tamination.
Aerial photo o f Grand Prismatic Spring, Yellowstone N ational Park,
computer with specific instruc
In 1992, Hinman had her first
shows microbial community-rich outflow channels. Boardwalk fo r scale.
tions on what to look for is
look at Paleozoic hot springs de
Photo b y M .R. Walter.
critical, Hinman says.
"We
posits in Edinburgh, Scotland,
can't ramble over the surface of Mars the way we can on
when she attended a research conference with two days
these outcrops," she explains. Nor do team members
of observation in the field. She learned that the older
have the luxury of bringing back tons of rock to sort
the rocks are, the less obvious their features. "It's a mat
through. They need to know as much as possible about
ter of training the eye," she says, explaining that it can
the features of fossilized bacteria colonies on Earth and
be very hard to see similarities between modern rocks
how they change over time so the probe will bring back
and those that are as old as 335 million years.
the right samples.
Hinman is a popular teacher who designs her lectures
Because the team will already know what they're
and lab experiences around practical exercises in
looking for, analyzing the samples and determining
geochemistry. "A hallmark of Nancy's classes, one missed
whether there was ever life on Mars is a clearly achiev
by many lesser teachers, is that students complete her
able goal. "It'll probably be in my lifetime," Hinman
class prepared to read and critically evaluate current re
says happily. "It's wonderful to have this really clear
search literature," says Professor Steven Sheriff, chair of
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the geology department. "This is teaching at its best;
studies how the organisms were preserved, Des Marais
Nancy gets students intimately involved with modern
analyzes the isotopic composition of carbonates in the
science and technology."
fossils, and Farmer researches the changes that must have
Hinman's major interest connecting all her research
occurred over geologic time.
projects is geochemical processes involving silicon, an
Meanwhile, Hinman and her student assistants use a
ubiquitous element in the Earth's crust. "I'm interested
variety of techniques to analyze the geochemistry of the
in how organic matter and silicates interact," she says.
samples. One is petrography, using a microscope to
"These types of systems are fascinating, because the re
study sections of rock so thin she can shine light through
actions that occur in silicate occur fast." The Mars
them. Another is electron microscopy, using the synproject is a continuation, aimed in a new direction, of
chron radiation lab at Stanford. Hinman explains that
the research she conducted for her doctoral thesis.
Stanford's lab has a linear accelerator, one of the few in
Her link with the NASA scientists who initiated the
the country: It accelerates particles to a very high speed
project was fortuitous. Hinman heard about a NASA
to provide better spatial and geochemical resolution, al
project called JOVE, which links university researchers
lowing her to study the sample's trace element composi
with NASA scientists, and she called David Des Marais,
tion.
an isotope geochemist at NASA's
She hopes Stanford will accept her
Ames Research Center in California,
project for electron microscopy, be
who was about to begin the Mars
cause few outsiders have access to the
project. "My area of expertise
facilities. "It is very similar to having
complemented exactly the hole in
an experiment go up in the space
their project," she says.
shuttle," she says. "You have to have a
Under a federal JOVE program
problem that is doable, solvable using
grant, she began working on the
this technique." With the assistance of
project in September 1991. In addi
Blake, the electron microscopist, she's
tion to Des Marais, the team includes
able to answer specific questions such
sedimentologist Don Lowe of Stan
as the location of trace elements in a
ford University and paleo-biologist
particular sample.
Malcolm Walter of Macquarie Uni
NASA-Ames Research Center also
versity in Sidney, Australia, plus
serves as a gathering place for the team,
electron microscopist David Blake
since four of the six members work
and geologist Jack Farmer of the
nearby. "We meet for kind of an intel
NASA-Ames Research Center.
lectual jam session," Hinman says. "It's
The team is an unusual mix. Nor
Hinman pauses briefly to examine sinter-like rock
very stimulating." Most of Hinman's
while traversing Martian surface. Background photo
mally, Hinman says, geochemists
colleagues on the team are based in
courtesy o f N A SA
pursue more lucrative projects than
California, so they appreciate having
paleontology, and paleontologists have been working
her so close to Yellowstone. "They think it's handy that
on these problems without help from geochemists or
if they need something, Nancy can go get it," she says.
sedimentologists. A paleontologist can identify a fossil
Hinman recently went to Australia, where the team
and ask why it's preserved in that location, but a
studied a vast, extinct hot spring in Queensland. The
geochemist can explain how the microorganisms be
Australian deposits are 290 million years old—younger
came fossilized.
than the deposits the team hopes to study from Mars.
The team visits active hot springs in Wyoming or
"These deposits had never been examined before," she
says. "It's absolutely incredible this area had never been
Nevada, measures water temperature, and observes flow
paths of hot water from their vents. The highest tem
studied— really, nothing had been done."
perature is in the center of the vent, but cyanobacteria
The team expects to have the first Australian phase of
live in the outflow channels.
its work done by September 1994. From then, it will be
just a year until the space probe heads for Mars to bring
They categorize the springs and examine the texture
of the rocks— whether they are woven, knitted, or pali
back some answers to the question of life on other plan
sade. They collect samples for more detailed examina
ets. For Hinman, that's the prospect that makes it all
tion later,- each team member looks at them differently.
worthwhile.
V
Lowe plots the broad-scale features of the site, Walter
Jane Easier Bahls is a Missoula-based freelance writer.
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" y othing in Karen Coates' upbringing prepared her for what
she found in Lame Deer, Montana. Coates, a University of
^

Montana School of Journalism senior from the mostly white,

middle-class suburb of Brookfield, Wisconsin, and freshman photojournalist John Youngbear of Lame
Deer were paired for an assignment
on the Northern Cheyenne Indian
Reservation. That's where they met
the "Lysol Gang," a group of 20 In
dians who gather daily to drink the
household cleaner.
In a house without water, elec
tricity, or furniture, the gang drinks
from boredom and hopelessness.
Lysol cut with water is cheaper than
the bootlegged booze so common
on their dry reservation. The mix
makes their stomachs hurt, and they
know it will almost certainly kill
them. "There isn't anything we can
do to help these people," Coates
says.
"They're too far gone.
There's no hope." Despite her pes
simism, she does hope the story she
writes may help other Indians avoid
the trap ensnaring the Lysol Gang.
Coates and Youngbear are mem
bers of UM's Native News Honors
Project, a three-year-old program
established by former journalism
school Dean Charles Hood to pre
pare journalists and photographers
to report accurately the real— not
the romanticized or stereotyped—
stories of North American Indians.
Hood was convinced of the need
for such a program by Indian jour
nalist Tim Giago's 1991 Dean Stone
Lecture at the School of Journalism.
Indian students know little about
their own history, Giago said, and
the general public grasps even less
about modern Indian affairs. He
said he writes most of his columns
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Telling
Tribal
Tales

Photo b y John Young bear

in response to misinformation spread
by non-Indian journalists. Their lack
of understanding of Indian issues
leads to superficial stories inspired
by specific events.
"Journalists need to be more than
just reporters of events," says Profes
sor Carol Van Valkenburg, the
project's main writing coach and edi
tor. "It's important for them to un
derstand the significance of the is
sues that drive the events."
The Native News program com
bines the study of Indian culture,
education, and health with writing
stories, taking photographs, and pub
lishing articles on those subjects in a
student-produced tabloid distributed
to reservations, state newspapers and
agencies, journalism schools, and In
dian organizations nationwide. Be
cause the tabloid has been so wellreceived, by the second year of the
program, students had little trouble
getting Indians to open up to them.
"By then, the access they had to
sources was excellent," says photo
journalism Associate Professor Patty
Reksten. "That's why the students
were able to tackle such sensi
tive issues."
In addition to Van Valkenburg
and Reksten, Woody Kipp is the
third member of the Native American
Honors Project faculty. A Blackfeet,
Kipp serves as the minority affairs
specialist for the journalism school
and is a counselor for UM's Native
American Studies Program. Guest
speakers have ranged from a tradi

tional spiritual healer, G.G. Kipp of
Heart Butte, to Mark Trahant, one of
the country's most prominent Indian
journalists and executive news editor
of the Salt Lake Tribune.
The students— writers and pho
tographers— are hand-picked by the
faculty. What they share is talent,

tremely revealing and difficult for
the students to record these prob
lems," says Reksten. Many students,
seeing the effects of poverty, high
unemployment, and substance abuse
for the first time, grapple with de
pression.
During spring semester 1993,

among Montana Indians aged five
to 54 a full 60 percent higher than
that of the state's general popula
tion. "The problems are enormous,
pervasive
and
ignored,"
Van
Valkenburg says.
"If any other
population had the kinds of prob
lems the Indian population is hav-

"If any other
population had
the kinds of
problems the
Indian population
is having, people
would be up in
arms."

Photo b y Jerry Red/ern

social commitment, the desire to
work collaboratively, and a willing
ness to discuss racial and social issues
openly. Alone or in reporter-pho
tographer teams, they criss-cross the
state—sometimes in blizzards— from
one of Montana's seven reservations
to another. Time, vast distances and
the weather are just a few of their
challenges. "We're dealing with such
tragic issues that I think it's ex-

fourteen of the program's students
tackled the subject of health— a
critical issue on reservations, where
the major illnesses that lead to early
death strike at a far higher rate than
among whites. The most recent fig
ures of the American Indian Health
Care Association show a death rate

ing, people would be up in arms."
Senior Bernie Azure of Arlee
wrote about an Indian high-school
basketball star who died of heart
failure at age seventeen.
An
Assiniboine, Azure is no stranger to
the tragedies common on reserva
tions. "I've lived around this stuff all

by Carol Susan Woodruff
The University of Montana
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my life," he says. Still, dealing with a family in
mourning posed a considerable challenge. "It wasn't
tough asking the questions,- it was tough listening to
the answers."
As an Indian, Azure, like Kipp, was a reassuring
presence and valuable source of information for gradu
ate students in the program. "Bernie made me feel
more confident that I wasn't just some weird outsider
off on a tangent and totally out of touch with reality,"
says Elizabeth Ichizawa.

G.G. Kipp and his wife, Melinda, share the practice o f traditional medicine at
Heart Butte on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation. Photo by D an McComb.

Ichizawa's first project was to report on substance
abuse among young Indians. "The story's important to
tell," she says. "On the other hand, I didn't want to
feed into the whole drunken Indian image. Although
we needed to present the problems Indians face with
drugs, we were also able to present what they are do
ing to solve these social issues."
As the mother of a year-old daughter, Ichizawa, in
the second year of the project, took on a subject near
to her heart. She interviewed two Blackfeet women
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who'd lost babies to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome,
which claims twice as many Indians as whites statewide.
She also reported on teen-age mothers, who make up 15
percent of all Indian mothers in Montana. A focal point
of her story is a woman she calls a "teenage super
mom"— an unwed 17-year-old raising her son with the
help of her family and boyfriend while earning an A
average in high school.
The students have unearthed other success stories:
A Salish-Sioux doctor who has won his own battle with
alcoholism to become a dedicated professional,- diabet
ics fighting their disease through diet and exercise,- and
a former substance abuser now giving inspirational lec
tures to young Indians.
In one case, reporting a triumph led to recording
still another tragedy. In 1992, student Dan McComb of
Whitefish had just finished shooting photographs of the
parents of an outstanding Indian high-school student.
While walking down a glass-filled alley, he stumbled
upon an Indian couple locked in what appeared to be a
romantic embrace. When it suddenly turned into a bru
tal attack on the woman, McComb instinctively cap
tured the shocking moments on film. When the woman
tried to hide behind him as her boyfriend threatened
them, he left, feeling powerless and afraid.
"I came up against that classic situation they tell you
about in journalism school," recalls McComb, now a
graduate. "Should you stop violence or step back and
take pictures? In this case, 1 think I was kind of worried
about my own safety. I thought, I'd love to help you
out, but I'm a fish out of water." He spent a sleepless
night reviewing his actions. "I did a lot of soul-search
ing and finally came to a conclusion. I don't really be
lieve pictures just by themselves are going to change
the world. But you have to believe they'll make a dif
ference. If you don't believe that, then you have to find
some other way of making your point or trying to make
a difference."
McComb, his fellow students, and his teachers all
say the project has opened their eyes. McComb says he
learned it's one thing to discuss cultural differences in
class and quite another to encounter those differences
and try to bridge the gap in person. Ichizawa, who
hails from Boston, where Indians are scarce and often
romanticized, was shocked by the prejudice against In
dians deeply ingrained in many white Montanans.
The group also learned that perennial Indian issues
have exceptionally deep roots. "It's more than just pov
erty," Ichizawa says. "It's more than just unemploy
ment. It really goes back to the experience of Native
Americans through the past 100 years." One counselor

talked about the "corporate pain" of the Indian people.
"They're still trying to heal themselves from their cul
ture having been ripped away from them and their chil
dren having been taken away from their parents and put
in boarding schools. That's a painful legacy, and I
think it has a lot to do with the problems young Indians
are facing today."
Azure would like to see the recent media trend to
ward fuller coverage of Indians and Indian issues con-

views remain the biggest need. "Indian issues ought to
be at the forefront of every Montana journalist's
mind," says Van Valkenberg. "We try to change the at
titudes of journalists coming out of school and get
them to change other journalists' attitudes from the
bottom up. It's very hard to do from the top down."
Kipp believes UM's project is making a difference
nationwide, causing an ever-increasing number of
people to realize the importance of covering Indian is-

"It's more than just
poverty....It's more than
just unemployment. It
really goes back to the
experience of Native
Americans through the
past 100 years."

tinue. "I hope this isn't just one of those "discover-theIndians" things that we will just forget about for the
next 500 years. It has to be more than just scratching
the surface. It has to be an ongoing effort."
If Van Valkenberg, Reksten, and Kipp have their
way, the Native American Honors Project will continue
indefinitely. Current financier support comes from the
Graduate School, the Davidson Honors College, and
Excellence Fund dollars earmarked for the journalism
school. Additional funds for travel and telephone inter-

G.G. Kipp and fam ily at home in Heart Butte. Photo by Dan McComb.

sues with the sensitivity and thoroughness they de
serve. "I really feel we're doing a lot to create some
understanding of Indian issues. The step we're making
I see as crucial to bridging the cultural gap we've lived
with for years. But it's like the first step on a onethousand-mile journey."
V

Carol Susan Woodruff is a Missoula-based, freelance writer.
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n the days leading to Montana's 1993 sales tax
vote, proponents for and against battered the
public with economic data and forecasts. In the
flurry of statistics, Montanans may well have
wondered where to turn for the unvarnished
truth about the state's economy.
The answer is the Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, a department of The University of
Montana's School of Business Administration.
The
BBER's pragmatic mission is to provide all Montana deci
sion-makers— from the governor to prospective new resi
dents— with the economic analysis, survey results, and
industry data they need. It's a service the University has
provided the state for over 40 years.

PAUL PO LZ IN
AND UM'S
BUREAU OF
BUSINESS AND
E C O N O M IC
RESEARCH

Facts
Man
INFORM
M O N TA N A 'S
Dr. Paul Polzin, the bureau's wiry, bespectacled direc
tor, surveys Montana's economic scene from a mountain
of statistics piled high on his cluttered desk on the sec
ond floor of the Business Administration building. From
here the perspective on the state's current fiscal crisis is
a longer view, seen as just the latest loop in the eco
nomic roller-coaster ride Montana has always been on.
"Th ere's always going to be something people are wor
ried about," Polzin says. Twenty years ago the Bureau
was busy disseminating information to Montanans
alarmed by the impacts of coal mining. In another 20, it
will be some other crisis.
Still, the Bureau takes very seriously its role, helping
decision-makers guide the state through the crisis of the
day. It is now trying to help state officials understand

12
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D ECISIO N -M A K ERS.

by
Jane Easter Babls

what caused Montana's current eco
nomic problems— why the economy
hasn't been growing and why tax rev
enues haven't gone up. The Bureau
confines itself to describing the past
and present, and forecasting the fu
ture, not making recommendations
for change. "We're not in the busi
ness of saying we need a sales tax or
not," Polzin says. "We view our job
as describing the economic environ
ment in which Montanans live and
work. If they understand [that], they
can make better decisions."
Polzin, a graduate of the Univer
sity of Michigan and Michigan State,
has been at UM since 1968, when he
joined the economics faculty and the
BBER. He stopped teaching classes
in 1984 because of the travel his
BBER work demands, and in 1988 he
succeeded Maxine Johnson as director.
One-third of the Bureau's funds
come from companies and agencies
contracting for specific projects or
research; the rest come from the
state. More than half of these funds
pay for economic analysis, both
state-wide and county-by-county. By
tracking statistics, conducting sur
veys and analyzing data, BBER re
searchers keep tabs on population
and employment trends, major indus
tries and their effects on the eco
nomy, and the economic health of
each of the state's major urban areas.
The results of several ongoing
projects are available to the public.
The Montana Poll takes the pulse of
the state. Current population, per
sonal income, and employment infor
mation are available in county data
packages for $15 each.
The Bureau's Economics Montana
program has been projecting regional
and statewide income and employ
ment figures and releasing the latest
forecasts through free pamphlets
since 1983. Each year, BBER faculty
and staff present Montana Economic
Outlook Seminars for business people

and government officials in the
state's seven urban centers. Experts
from other departments, like UM's
Institute for Tourism and Recreation
Research and Montana State Uni
versity's Department of Agricultural
Economics & Economics, also make
presentations. The seminars often
include panels of local business
people.
"We consider our outlook semi
nars to be one of our most important
activities," Polzin says. Seminars
typically draw from 50 to 150 par
ticipants, depending on the city, but
extensive media coverage expands
the audience considerably.
The Bureau gives special atten
tion to the forest products industry
because of its significance to Mon
tana's economy. Charles Keegan III
directs an ongoing, comprehensive
study of the industry in Montana and
Idaho, with periodic studies of other
Western states. The Bureau, working
with the U.S. Forest Service, has de
veloped a data-collection system for
surveying forest products firms in
each state. BBER researchers use
mail and telephone surveys to deter
mine the number and size of mills,
the types of commodities produced,
the source and ownership of the tim
ber supply, how timber is used, and
where the timber is sold.
Recently, Larry Swanson, the
BBER's director of economic analysis,
has been researching the internation
alizing of the world's economy and
what that could mean for Montana.
Montana's relative isolation, its enor
mous distance from the nation's ma
jor markets in the East and South
west, has always been a significant
hindrance to the state's economic
growth. But now that the North
American Free Trade Agreement will
create a continent-wide, free-trade
zone, Swanson feels the Northern
Rockies could emerge as a major
trade corridor, linking fast-growing

regions of western Canada to the
U.S. West and Southwest, and from
there, to Mexico. This increasing
flow of trade through Montana
could create opportunities in prod
uct processing and inter-modal
transfer. Although cross-border
trade and transportation are un
likely to replace natural resource in
dustries as the most important com
ponent of the state's economic base,
the aggressive pursuit of these op
portunities could be crucial to ad
vancing future economic develop
ment.
For many agencies and organiza
tions, media coverage is a sidelight
or even a distraction. But for the
BBER, it's a big part of their mis
sion.
"We're a high-visibility
agency," Polzin says. "What we do
is 5 percent economics and 95 per
cent show biz." He explains that
although the BBER prides itself on
thorough analysis of difficult eco
nomic problems using complex and
careful methodology, that is only
the first step. "We never do any
thing quick-and-dirty," he says.
"But we never forget the next step,
which is taking the results of our
research and making it understand
able to our constituents, the deci
sion-makers."
Decision-makers, as Polzin de
fines them, are state legislators,
government officials, business own
ers, trade associations, chambers of
commerce, or ordinary citizens.
All are entitled to the Bureau's ser
vices. Polzin and the BBER staff are
happy to take calls from anyone
who wants economic information.
The BBER's steady stream of ac
curate, understandable information
is indispensable for making the im
portant decisions that will deter
mine Montana's future.
And in
these troubled economic times, plen
ty of decisions need to be made. V
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Uncovering
the Secrets
of Sex
In a vast laboratory
on the third floor or
UM's pharmacy building,
researchers are unlocking
the mysteries of sex.
Craig Johnston, an assis
tant professor of pharma
cology, and his 13 re
search assistants are in
vestigating the workings
of the neuropeptide oxy
tocin, sometimes called
"the sex hormone."
Oxytocin is released
during sexual arousal,- it
excites nerve endings and
the cardiovascular and
respiratory systems. The
hormonal build-up also
causes nerves in the
genitals, and sometimes
the entire body, to fire
automatically, leading to
orgasm and the feeling of
losing control.
But Johnston's oxyto
cin research goes beyond
the study of orgasm to
also shed light on why
and how women ovulate.
This investigation could
provide the insights need
ed to develop new con
traceptives or cure infer
tility. It could also help
us understand sexual and
maternal behavior, birth
contractions, lactation,
and memory, and help
treat cancers of the re
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productive system.
Back in 1988, Johns-ton
broke new ground when he
reported that the release of
oxytocin, when in the pres
ence of other hormones,
stimulates the release of
luteinizing hormone (LH),
which directly induces ovu
lation. Previous studies had
suggested oxytocin had
little or no influence on LH
secretion, but those studies
were done with either male
rats or female rats with
their ovaries removed. No
ovaries means lower con
centrations of estrogen and
progesterone in the blood.
So Johnston used female
rats with their ovaries in
tact, and that difference
gave him his first clue that
estrogen and progesterone
play a critical role in the
oxytocin-induced release of
LH.
Johnston, a graduate of
M.I.T. and Michigan State
University, says his next
task is to see where in the
brain these effects are tak
ing place, "Where the turn
on occurs. We want to map
the location of stimulatory
and inhibitory effects in the
brain. It may be we find
different areas of the brain
lit up under the influence of
these gonadal steroids. And
if we don't— if it is the
same area, then we ask,
'What changes make the
same event stimulatory
rather than inhibitory?' If
we can determine that in

this model, it may act as a
template for other hor
monal-neuronal interac
tions so we can understand
them as well."
— Kristin Bloomer

Help for
Veterans'
Children
The Vietnam Veterans'
Children's Assistance Pro
gram (VVCAP), a project
of UM's Rural Institute on
Disabilities, is designed to
aid the children of Viet
nam veterans who were
exposed to the defoliant
Agent Orange. VVCAP
connects these children
with the services they
need to deal with prob
lems— from skin rashes to
brain tumors— that are
linked to their parents' ex
posure to the chemical.
VVCAP is one of 71
programs across the nation
funded by the Agent O r
ange Class Assistance Pro
gram (AOCAP), estab
lished through the 1984
settlement of a multi-million-dollar class action suit
against chemical compa
nies that produced the de
foliant.
The program addresses
the needs of the entire
family and looks beyond
the immediate medical
problem to find services

and programs that will
provide the best longrange results for both
child and parents, VVCAP
Director Gordon Hollingshead says.
"You can't just help one
piece of a family and ex
pect that to W'Ork," Hollingshead says. "We're try
ing to get away from
Band-Aids and into long
term solutions."
VVCAP's family focus
fills a gap in traditional
veterans' services, he says,
noting that the Veterans'
Administration is "still
functioning under a medi
cal model: Take the vet
with a problem, send him
across the country for
treatment and then ship
him back to the situation
he was in. There's no real
taking into account the
way the home environment
affects the veteran or the
way the veteran's condi
tion affects his family."
Since its formation in
September 1990, VVCAP
has provided extensive resource-coordination ser
vices for the families of
about 210 Montana veter
ans, Hollingshead says.
About 200 additional fami
lies have been helped
through the program's in
formation and referral ser
vice, he says.
Most of the veterans'
children served by VVCAP
fall between the ages of
thirteen and twenty-two,
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Hollingshead says. There
is no real pattern to the
health problems encoun
tered, he says, but many
of the teenagers have
learning disabilities or be
havioral problems that re
quire therapy: "These are
kids who are struggling
with their world."
With its UM headquar
ters and a satellite office
in Billings, VVCAP serves
veterans' families through
out the state except in six
southeast Montana coun
ties that are covered by a
Wyoming-based program.
Any veteran who served in
Southeast Asia between
1961 and 1972 and who
has children with health
problems or disabilities is
eligible for VVCAP ser
vices,- direct exposure to
Agent Orange need not be
established.
VVCAP has an annual
grant-funded budget of
about $173,000 and a staff
that includes Hollings
head, a full-time resource
coordinator, a half-time
resource coordinator in
Billings and three student
interns. An eight-member
advisory panel of disabil
ity and veterans' service
professionals meets month
ly to evaluate cases for re
source— coordination ser
vices and to authorize ex
penditures of AOCAP
funds.
Response to the pro
gram has grown consider

ably in its three years of
operation, Hollingshead
says. But while the need
for
VVCAP's
services
shows no sign of fading,
its funding is on the way
out. The proceeds from
the class-action suit are
expected to be depleted
by mid-1995.
Hollingshead says he's
confident the program will
continue under a new fund
ing source. He is investi
gating possibilities for
grants or donations from
veterans' organizations,
foundations, and other
groups. Ideally, VVCAP
would be absorbed by the
Veterans' Administration,
helping to nudge that
agency into the direction
of family-focused services.
For information about
VVCAP, call 243-4131 or
1-800-VVCAP03.
— Kristin Rodine

Unraveling
M otion's
Mysteries
Motor control is like
television, an everyday
convenience most every
one uses but very few un
derstand. We don't know
why our bodies do what
our minds direct, but we
take that process for granted.
UM's Motor Control
Research Laboratory is un

raveling the mysteries of
motion, from the seem
ingly effortless grace of a
top athlete to the im
paired movement caused
by disabling conditions.
Researchers use computer
ized high-speed cameras
and other devices to record
and analyze any movement,
no matter how subtle or
swift, in three-dimensional
detail. The equipment si
multaneously assesses the
motion and the neural ac
tivity that triggers it.
I his sophisticated mo
tion-analysis equipment ri
vals any in the North
west, lab director Chuck
Leonard says. The lab has
been acquiring the equip
ment since receiving a
$250,000 grant from the M.J.
Murdock Charitable Trust
and is now "at the state-ofthe-art level," he says.
Leonard, an assistant
professor and research di
rector for the physical
therapy department, says
the new equipment has
been invaluable for his
study of how cerebral
palsy and strokes affect
motion and how those dis
abling effects might be
lessened. His research re
ceived another major boost
in 1993 with a $96,765
grant from the National
Institutes of Health.
"We know that with
cerebral palsy or after a
stroke the message is not
getting from the brain to

the body part you're try
ing to move, but we don't
know why," Leonard says.
"That's what we want to
find out. Once you know
what specifically is wrong,
you can find a way to fix
it." Disabling conditions
are too often treated by
analyzing symptoms, not
causes, says Leonard. By
pinpointing the underly
ing reasons for motor con
trol problems, scientists
can pave the way for more
effective, individualized
treatment.
These motion studies
could significantly reduce
health care costs by help
ing physicians and thera
pists get to the root of a
problem without taking
the shotgun approach of a
wide array of expensive
tests. They are also mak
ing UM a significant play
er in the burgeoning in
ternational field of neuro
science. UM researchers
now collaborate with sci
entists throughout the na
tion and the world, and
the lab has already been
visited by colleagues from
Japan, Sweden, Russia,
and Germany.
The lab, part of UM's
physical therapy depart
ment, is also available to
other University depart
ments for research ranging
from a biologist's study of
birds in flight to a phar
macy school probe of the
effect of drugs on move-
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merit. The lab's poten
tial even extends into the
arts, Leonard says, citing
a proposed analysis of
dance motion.
Area physicians and
therapists use the lab's
motion-analysis equip
ment to determine what
kind of surgery or treat
ment will most benefit
their patients. The lab is
also an essential teaching
tool for physical therapy
students.
"The techniques we're
developing today will be
the clinical tools of to
morrow," Leonard says.
"So the lab is a real ad
vantage to our students.
They're probably ex
posed to as much current
technology in rehabilita
tion medicine as students
at any school in the nation."
— Kristin Rodine

Sweet Success
With a little sugar and
a lot of effort, UM re
searcher Geoff Richards
has developed a new cara
mel product that boosts
young animals' growth
without hormones or anti
biotics.
The
feed addit ive,
dubbed Techno-Taffy, has
already been tested on
chickens with dramatic re
sults, and tests on veal
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calves and weanling pigs
are planned soon, says
Richards, a chemistry pro
fessor and director of UM's
Shafizadeh Center for
Wood and Carbohydrate
Chemistry. Ultimately, he
said, the product could be
used for a wide range of
animals including dogs and
cats.
"This is the best thing
I've done in my life,- the
most exciting," says Rich
ards, citing two virtues that
are hard to come by, and
rarer still in combination:
"The process has an elegant
simplicity, and it has an ob
vious commercial use."
Techno-Taffy— a medi
um-brown, hard caramel
with a pleasant taste that is
more tart than sweet— is an
intricate mixture of com
pounds referred to generically as fructose oligosac
charides. Created by melt
ing pure sugar with a small
amount of citric acid, the
caramel makes food utiliza
tion more efficient, en
abling young animals to
grow more quickly while
eating less food.
"The final effect for
chicken growers is produc
tion of a standard fivepound chicken in six weeks
instead of the usual seven
weeks, and with less feed,”
Richards says, citing the re
sults of recent tests at
Purdue University in which
chickens were given very
small amounts of Techno-

Taffy with their food in
conditions similar to a com
mercial poultry farm.
The key to the product's
success is that it escapes di
gestion in the stomach and
small intestine, going on to
the large intestine, where
it fosters the growth of
beneficial bacteria and re
duces the number of putre
factive bacteria that can
cause diarrhea and other
gastrointestinal problems,
he says.
Richards' research team
has been working to de
velop a sugar-based feed
additive since 1989 with
funding from The Sugar
Association, Inc., a na
tional trade association.
Under a licensing agree
ment with UM, the asso
ciation is negotiating with
companies interested in man
ufacturing Techno-Taffy as
a feed additive.
The caramel can be dis
solved in a very small
amount of water, then
sprayed on livestock feed or
(in the case of veal calves)
added to milk.
With few steps in the
process, the caramel is rela
tively cheap to produce,
Richards said, noting that
the simplicity of the process
is deceptive.
"It sounds as if it might
happen by accident, but it's
based on about 30 personyears of research into the
chemistry," he said.
— Kristin Rodine

Sustaining
the Future
Hal Salwasser, UM's
Boone and Crockett Pro
fessor of Wildlife Conser
vation, is teaching a new,
innovative course that chal
lenges graduate students to
show how people in the
Northern Rockies could
pursue economic develop
ment and environmental
protection as complemen
tary endeavors, not com
peting activities.
The Managing Ecosys
tems for Sustainable De
velopment project doesn't
exactly solve such con
flicts. Instead, it focuses
on developing methods the
region's communities,landmanagement agencies and
scientists can use to work
together to produce an
economically and environ
mentally desirable quality
of life.
The project began in
September 1992 with 14
graduate students, most of
them from the School of
Forestry and the Environ
mental Studies Program.
Salwasser had his students
incorporate the principles
of biodiversity, human
well-being, and economic
growth outlined at last
year's United Nations'
"Earth Summit" in Rio de
Janeiro into a single, com
prehensive plan for the
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Crown of the Continent
Ecosystem.
This sevenmillion-acre region encom
passes northwestern Mon
tana, southwestern Alberta
and southeastern British
Columbia.
In exploring land-use is
sues from an ecosys
tem standpoint, students
couldn't have a better men
tor than Salwasser. Before
coming to UM, he initiated
sweeping changes in na
tional forest management
as director of the Forest
Service's New Perspec
tives program. Salwasser is
president of The Wildlife
Society, an international
organization of wildlife bi
ologists, and director of
the Theodore Roosevelt
Wildlife Research Station
at the Boone and Crockett
Club's 6,000-acre ranch
near Dupuyer.
He says the ecosystemmanagement report will be
refined by students each
spring, laying the founda
tion for wildlife research
funded by the club. Al
ready in progress are stud
ies to determine the eco
nomic value of wildlife, of
the effect of land-use chan
ges on wildlife populations,
and of how demographic
changes affect people's per
ceptions of wildlife. Stud
ies demonstrating ways
ranchers might further di
versify their operations are
also in the works, as is a
lecture series featuring gov

ernment officials, leading
journalists, legal scholars
and sociologists who will
address the relationship of
humans with the land and
resources in the West.
Such endeavors are all
aimed at achieving a sus
tainable future. "Ecosystem
management requires that
all humans adopt a wider
perspective on their en
vironment," concludes a
92-page report prepared by
Salwasser's students. "There
is no end to this,- rather, it
is a process of continuing
change."
—Carol Susan Woodruff

C o-T each
This year, some of UM's
most talented students will
graduate before they turn
five.
They attend CoTeach, where every mo
ment— sharing a snack,
raising a hand, dancing in a
circle to "Farmer in the
Dell"— is an opportunity for
learning.
Located in the basement
of McGill Hall, Co-Teach
Preschool and Kindergarten
Readiness Programs have
helped more than 250 chil
dren with disabilities make
the transition from pre
school to public school kin
dergarten. For two-and-ahalf hours a day, five days a

week, children with dis
abilities participate in ac
tivities they would encoun
ter in a regular classroom
setting, but with special at
tention paid to their indi
vidual needs.
The teachers are fully
committed to the program.
Lisa Cannon, one of a staff
of nine full-time teachers
and thirty-five volunteers,
received academic credit
for her three years' volun
teering and worked another
three years as an aide be
fore she became an assis
tant teacher. Now, in the
Co-Teach program, she
consults with therapists,
parents, and other teachers
to set goals for the pre
schoolers based on their in
dividual
strengths and
needs.
"We try to help the
children feel comfortable
with regular classroom ac
tivities, so that when they
do go to school, they'll be
ready," Cannon says.
In addition to the pre
school and kindergarten
programs at the University,
Co-Teach also helps more
than 400 parents by offer
ing peer support groups.
Outside of Missoula, the
program's outreach pro-ject
has touched the lives of
thousands of children.
Teachers
in Bitterroot
schools and in cities as far
away as Clendive and Miles
City say the Co-Teach ma
terials bridge a wide gap in

their ability to reach dis
abled students. The project
also keeps them from feel
ing isolated.
"When I'm discouraged,
I call the project," says
Cindy Duarte, a Corvallis
special education teacher.
"The staff gives me a pep
talk, and I'm ready to go on
again."
The real strength of the
program is clear from visit
ing the classroom. There,
four-year-old Cathy, who
has spastic quadriplegia and
cerebral palsy, smiles and
stands in her upright brace
moving gently back and
forth on the tips of her
sneakers to recorded music,
while other children also
dance.
"She used to stand in
her brace for only five min
utes," says her mother,
Cheryl. "Now she's up to
an hour-and-a-half."
When Cathy's parents
first brought her in, doctors
thought she had no optic
nerve to the brain. But now
she can see people across
the room, distinguish be
tween her teachers, raise
her hand with the other
children, and ask for what
she wants with a look or a
smile.
Last year, she graduated
to kindergarten. "Physically
and socially, Cathy's come a
long way," Cannon says.
—Kristin Bloomer
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distinguished
scholars
WILLIAM KITTREDGE
Mr. Kittredge is clearly one of the most widely known
members of our University community, recognized
nationally as a major voice of the West. He writes
novels, short stories, essays, and articles for the highbrow
side of the popular press. His publication list includes
21 book titles. These range from a series of Western
novels co-written under a pen name to collections he has
edited, to collections of his own fiction and essays. He
has also published 55 short stories and 65 articles in
major periodicals. Mr. Kittredge also given readings and
interviews on National Public Radio, and has worked in
film.

JANET P. WOLLERSHEIM
Dr. Wollersheim received her Bachelor's degree from
Gonzaga University in 1958, her Master's in 1960 from
St. Louis University, and her doctorate from the
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign in 1968. She
joined The University of Montana faculty in 1971. For
more than 25 years she has been one of the leading
contributors to our knowledge of the assessment and
treatment of depression, and problems of childhood and
adolescence. In addition, she has been a major player in
national and international associations and organizations
of clinical psychology. Dr. Wollersheim retired from UM
in 1992.
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PATRICIA GOEDICKE
Ms. Goedicke was educated at Middlebury College
and Ohio University. She joined The University of
Montana faculty in the creative writing program in
1981. She has received extensive recognition from
many quarters for her poetry, but Henry Harrington,
chair of the Department of English, has said it best:
"Once UM was known as the place where Dick Hugo
taught poetry, now it is known nationwide as the
place where Patricia Goedicke teaches. We have in
our midst, almost by accident, a major American
poet."

GEORGE STANLEY
Dr. Stanley is internationally known and respected among
paleontologists. He has authored or co-authored
chapters in five books, 32 papers in prestigious national
and international journals, and 24 abstracts, many of
which were presented as talks in the United States and in
other countries. Dr. Stanley has been invited to speak in
other countries including Poland, New Zealand, Great
Britain, and West Germany.

KEN LOCKRIDGE
Dr. Lockridge received his Bachelor's degree from Yale in
1962 and his Master's (1964) and doctorate (1965) from
Princeton. In 1991, he joined The University of
Montana history faculty, where he teaches both early
American and gender history and serves on the Women's
Studies Committee. Dr. Lockridge has lectured in several
countries including Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands,
Australia, New Zealand, Britain, and Canada. His work is
widely published, highly respected, and has been
reprinted in a number of countries.
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If University of Montana math professors Rick
Billstein and Johnny Lott have their way, sixth-grade
classrooms across the nation will be filled with human
skulls. Sixth graders will be avidly dividing the dis
tance between a skull's front teeth and the bridge of its
nose by the distance between its cheekbones. A large
ratio between the two measurements will indicate a

don't know that."
Rather than relying on multiple-choice or "drill and
kill" math tests, STEM teachers will evaluate students
by how clearly they think through open-ended prob
lems and present their solutions. Both the teacher and
the student will rate the student on six assessment cri
teria, such as reasoning. A score of one on the reason-

REAL
MATH
UM's New Math
Curricula
Use Real-Life
Problems
narrow face and that the deceased was white. A small
ratio will suggest either Asian or Native American ori
gins. In the meantime, the students will have learned
how to formulate and use ratios, a basic component of
sixth-grade mathematics.
The skull exercise is an example of Billstein and
Lott's hands-on approach to mathematics in new cur
ricula they are testing nationwide. The idea is to sub
stitute thinking for rote memorization of formulas. By
using real-life problems, Billstein's Six Through Eight
Mathematics project (STEM) and Lott's Systemic Ini
tiative for Montana Mathematics and Science project
(SIMMS) aim to develop students' powers to explore,
conjecture, and reason mathematically. STEM and
SIMMS, funded by the National Science Foundation,
will also revise the way students' progress is evaluated.
In nine chapters or modules covering a year's
study, STEM middle-school students might graph their
own consumption of glass, paper, and plastics. Or
they might compute the space needed to store the
3,100 tons of garbage on the Mobro 4000, the barge
that traveled 6,000 miles from Long Island in search of
a place to dump its load. "The emphasis is on knowing
the process they need to use to solve the problem,"
Billstein explains. "In drill math problems, students
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ing scale, for example, means the student's reasoning
was not evident or did not produce correct results. A
five means the student has explained and verified the
accuracy of the solution. With this multidimensional
rating system, students will better understand and be
able to improve their own performance. "The teacher
becomes not the sage on stage but a guide on the side,"
Billstein says.
SIMMS, co-directed by Lott and Montana State
University Professor Maurice Burke, aims to revolution
ize how teachers teach high-school students and what
tools they use. "Instead of pages of problems, we are
trying to present the reasons for doing the problems,"
Lott says. In textbooks organized around topics rang
ing from airplanes to human giants, students learn to
use algorithms to schedule airplane flights, graph
scatterplots to show the spread of AlDs, or design
travel circuits for a six-city band tour.
They use calculators and computers as necessary
tools for their problem-solving, even during tests. Lott
says the use of technology such as graphing calculators

by Caroline Patterson

and geometry-drawing software increases students' facil
ity for applying their skills. "Chalk and a chalkboard
are no longer enough," Lott says. "Students will be us
ing the technology that is available to the work force."
Nearly 200 teachers across Montana have taken
workshops to learn the SIMMS multidisciplinary ap
proach. In the six-week courses at UM and MSU,
teachers may practice-teach a module on circuits, write
a short story about a day in the life of a light ray or use
computer software to draw parallelograms.
SIMMS has worked with the Office of Public In
struction to include certification standards requiring
that math teachers know or learn this multidisciplinary
approach. The Board of Regents and the Board of Pub
lic Education have approved the SIMMS curriculm for
college admissions by accepting its equivalence to two
years of algebra and one year of geometry. "We have
started the momentum for change," Lott says.
But is there a need for this change?
Apparently so. Declining test scores prompted the
Bush Administration's America 2000 plan, calling for an
overhaul of math and science instruction in the nation's
public schools. According to one survey, less than 30
percent of what United States sixth, seventh, and
eighth graders learn is new material. When they reach
the ninth grade, where 90 percent of the material is
new, they flounder. Although Montana students scored
at the top of the 1990 National Assessment of Educa
tion Progress for eighth-grade math, scores were still
lower than those of countries such as Japan and the
Netherlands. "We're happy to have done well, but who
wants to be the fastest dog in a slow pack?" Billstein asks.
Concerned with what it also deemed an inadequate
national math curriculum, in 1989 the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics refocused math education
in grade school and high school on problem-solving,
saying it is "the central focus of the mathematics cur
riculum.... It is a primary goal of all mathematics in
struction and an integral part of all mathematical activ
ity." The model for this new curriculum is Realistic
Math ematics, a mathematics instruction system devel
oped over the past seventeen years by researchers at
Utrecht University's Freudenthal Institute in the Neth
erlands. "Realistic math is a way of taking common
problems and approaching them mathematically." Lott
says. Apparently, it works. The Netherlands is one of
the world's leaders in math education. Over 90 percent
of Dutch high-school students take advanced math
courses. When Billstein set out to design a "worldclass" math curriculum, he invited Utrecht math Profes
sor Jan de Lange to UM. De Lange reviewed the STEM

and SIMMS project designs, made suggestions based
on his experience with Realistic Mathematics, and cur
rently serves on the STEM advisory board.
How does all this fly in the classroom?
Cheryl Wil son at Hellgate El ementary says her
seventh-grade students are not just doing pencil and
paper activities,- they are building models. She espe
cially likes the STEM approach to evaluating students.
"Students have an opportunity to see what they do
well, rather than just getting a number that says they
know 76 percent of the material."
"It is a mistake to teach algebra, geometry, and
trigonometry in fragments the way we have been," says
Mike Trudnowski at Loyola-Sacred Heart High
School. He is one of 10 teachers in Montana who
pre-tested the SIMMS ninth-grade text in 1992-93.
Trudnowski said the integrated system has in
creased his students' interest in math and science.
They enjoy using computers and graphing calculators
to write papers or to do spreadsheets. "I even had one
kid who wasn't going to take any more math after the
required courses, but he heard such good things about
SIMMS that now he wants to take two more courses."
SIMMS demands more of teachers, Trudnowski
says. He spends more time setting up lab experiments,
helping students work together, and evaluating their
efforts. "It's not like the old math classes where you
just give the students a test and a grade. Math teach
ers used to be the first teachers out of the classroom,
but not any more.” The biggest difference Trudnowski
sees is in his students' understanding of mathematical
concepts. The teacher is not just ramming them down
their throats, and the students take ownership of the
concepts. "They feel a part of the math they're learning."
High-school freshman Ryan Surmi likes his new
math class because, "It deals with real life. You can
figure out things like car wrecks." Ryan's grade rose
from D- in the spring of 1992 to an A- in the fall quar
ter of 1993. Surmi says he remembers more of what he
learns. "If I hear about an oil spill on the news, I can fig
ure out how thick the oil will be, how wide the spill will
be and whether or not the fish will survive."
What is the vision for the classroom of the future?
Lott says he hopes to walk in and see students talking
to each other, using calculators, CD-Roms, VCRs, and
interactive videos. They will be rushing from their
practical experiments to their computers to analyze
their data. But more than anything, he says, "I want
to see kids actively involved mathematically. 1 want
to see kids helping kids, and teachers as co-investigators with students."
V
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MASTER MEDIATOR

W

HEN ON-THE-JOB CONFLICT TAKES ROOT, THAT CON
FLICT IS OFTEN THE ONLY THING THAT FLOURISHES.
TEMPERS FLASH, PRODUCTIVITY SLOWS AND WORKERS
SPLIT INTO OPPOSING CAMPS. SUCH IS THE TREACHEROUS
TERRITORY FREQUENTED BY BILL WILMOT, UM COMMUNICATIONATION STUDIES PROFESSOR SINCE 1972. WILMOT PRACTICES WHAT

he teaches: Ways to detoxify con
flict and mediate disputes.
Over the past decade, Wilmot
has intervened in disputes for about
60 organizations, ranging from fam
ily partnerships to
government
agencies, from grade schools to
manufacturing plants. He loves the
diversity and complexity of the
conflicts he's encountered, and the
way the disparate cases lend shad
ing and depth to his understanding
of communication dynamics. These
practical experiences are reflected
in his latest two books, Mediation
Skills for Managers, with Elaine
Yarbrough, and Work Fights. His
four previous books include the
textbook Interpersonal Conflict, now
in its third edition, which he c o 
authored with Joyce Hocker.
Many of Wilmot's interventions,
stripped of their identifying specif
ics, find their way into his class
room, where students analyze the

UM's
Bill Wilmot
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basic elements that triggered and fu
eled the disputes. Students in his in
terpersonal conflict course are then
encouraged to apply those principles
close to home.
"I have them go out and study a
real-life conflict, interview the people
and then write a paper about what
the issues are and why the conflict is
going on," Wilmot says. "It changes
their perspective on conflict and
what to do about it. They start to
learn concepts like: It's the people
who feel powerless who cause the
problems. Not only does power cor
rupt, powerlessness corrupts."
Workers who feel powerless
strike out, often in devious or indi
rect ways.
When confronted by
such behavior, most people's impulse
is to withdraw or retaliate, but that
only intensifies the problem, he says.
The best response is to address the
insecurity and frustration that feed
the negative behavior: Help the per-
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son feel safe, respected and understood.
"What you have to do is empower the person rather
than trying to disempower them, which is quite para
doxical," Wilmot says. "If you want a hint of what to
do in a conflict, do what comes unnaturally. Whatever's the hardest thing for you to do is probably what
you should do. If you're an avoider, directly address
the problem. If you're a talker, keep quiet and listen."
Many people assume that power is a function of po
sition, Wilmot says, but frustration and powerlessness
are as common at the top of an organization as they are
at the bottom.
"In every situation I've gone into where there's a dis
pute between a supervisor and an employee, the super
visor always feels powerless," he says. "Oftentimes the
employee is more verbally skilled than the supervisor,
or has been there longer, and the supervisor's intimi
dated. So the supervisor either avoids the problem or
starts hollering and being demanding. Those are pow
erless moves."
As a mediator, Wilmot helps workers and supervisors
identify the real sources of conflict and agree to partici
pate in fixing them. He meets with each person indi
vidually, then gets them together to tell each other what
they need and what they are willing to do to remedy the
situation. They forge contracts, each agreeing to take
specific actions to improve their working relationships.
"It's sort of like organizational therapy," he says.
"You're trying to find what people need and want,
which is almost always respect and acknowledgement
and for somebody to walk up and say, 'Hey, good job.
Thanks for putting in that extra effort.'
"But they don't feel comfortable asking for more re
spect or acknowledgement, so they fight over who gets
the computer or who gets the corner office," he says.
"Most of the people most of the time feel like they're do
ing most of the work and getting none of the rewards."
One of the most common and destructive elements
of office conflict is avoidance. "In 100 percent of the
disputes I've gone into, there's been a lot of avoidance,"
Wilmot says. "People make their moves in a conflict to
protect themselves. It's a deadly pattern: avoid, avoid,
avoid, blow up!"
Part of avoidance is the common process of banding
together with co-workers to vent frustrations. "People
turn to each other and complain to feel support and feel
strong," he says. "It can be a good first step, but most
people stop there. They never take action, they never
change things for the better. They just sit and com
plain. They're stuck,- they can't get out of the loop."
To help break that cycle, Wilmot includes a provi
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sion in every mediation agreement that workers must
take their problems directly to the source rather than
complaining to allies.
Wilmot's form of organizational intervention is
highly effective, says UM Director of Human Resource
Services Kathy Crego. When disputes within Univer
sity departments grow so complex or deep-rooted that
they can't be quickly resolved, Crego recommends the
departments call in Wilmot.
"I've been very pleased with the outcome, and I be
lieve that the parties involved have been satisfied,"
Crego says. "In each case, Bill has done one of two
things: He has gotten the group back on track and re
stored that relationship, or all the parties concerned
have agreed that isn't possible and we implement an
other solution, such as a transfer.
"Bill has exceptional communication skills, not only
being a good listener but also being able to understand
what the issues are, regardless of how the employee or
the supervisor might be able to communicate them,"
Crego says. "He's able to really dig in and find out
what the bottom-line issues are and then help that per
son to resolve them."
Western Montana Clinic Administrator Gary Larson,
whose Missoula-based organization has a staff of 300
and four satellite clinics in western Montana and north
ern Idaho, took Wilmot's course on interpersonal con
flict and has brought the professor in several times to
intervene in conflicts involving clinic doctors.
Sometimes an administrator is perceived as too close
to a situation to be impartial, Larson says, and the
people in dispute are more likely to talk freely to a neu
tral mediator. Calling in Wilmot has always improved
the situation, he says, but the longer the dispute fes
tered before mediation, the less complete the recovery.
"I have learned to try to resolve conflicts before they
escalate too far," Larson says. "Otherwise it's like call
ing the fire department after the house burns down."
A1 Lemieux, an assistant elementary school principal
in Colorado's Boulder Valley, also stresses that early interverition is crucial. In 1992 he found himself at the
center of an extremely heated conflict that eventually
forced him to change jobs.
He had taken a job as principal of a school that was
implementing a new program, unaware that the faculty
did not support the program. Unrest became evident
early in the fall, he says, but by the time mediation was
launched in March, it was too late. The opposition to
him was too well-organized and resolute.
"My biggest mistake was coming in and thinking I
could figure it out myself," Lemieux says. "Because I'd

been successful before, I assumed I'd be successful there."
The mediation session with Wilmot seemed to steer
things in the right direction, he says, but the progress
was short-lived. He soon decided the only reasonable
course would be to transfer to another school. "Media
tion made it really clear what the issues were," he says.
"Had we done that earlier, I
have no doubt that we would
have been able to resolve
them."
Although the experience
was the most stressful of his
career, Lemieux says he
learned a lot from both the
conflict and the intervention,
and he is applying those les
sons successfully in his new
job. In particular, he says, he
has learned to find out the
feelings and motivations of
the people working for him,
and to make an effort to build
support, alliances, and under
standing.
One of the central dilem
mas faced by mediators,
Wilmot says, is that most
people don't call one in until
the situation is unbearable for
all concerned. Following a
few simple rules can help pre
vent such office quagmires.
Perhaps the most effective
way to prevent disputes from
getting out of hand, he says,
is to go directly to the source
of your unhappiness or frus
tration and "use clear, de
scriptive behavioral language:
'When you do X in situation
Y, I feel Z.' "
For managers, one of the
best ways to avoid conflict is
to consult with employees be
fore making decisions that af
fect them. Too many organizations practice a pattern
dubbed DAD— "Decide, Announce, Defend." A quick
decision may seem expedient, he says, but the resulting
resentment and discord are likely to consume much
more time and energy than was saved by not consulting.
Another important rule for supervisors is to make

employees feel safe to come forward with problems or
complaints. Ideally, he says, supervisors should go to the
employees to encourage their comments rather than wait
ing for them to walk in.
"Every manager says 'I have an open-door policy,'
but it isn't the door that's the problem," Wilmot says.
"Better to have an open mind
than an open door."
Part of having an open
mind is to be able to adjust to
the individual quirks and de
mands of employees or c o 
workers, even if you find them
unreasonable. Bosses are often
unwilling to take steps to sat
isfy a troublesome employee
because they're afraid it might
dilute their authority or rein
force unreasonable behavior.
But, he says, the bottom line is
that an unhappy worker makes
things difficult for the em
ployer, so it's in the boss' best
interests to adapt.
No matter how sound your
theory or defensible your posi
tion, if it's not working, you
should try something else, he
says. Sometimes even a tiny
adjustment in work habits or
style can mend a relationship.
"I've had disputes resolved by
getting people to say 'hello' in
the morning when they walk
in the office," Wilmot says.
Ideally, he says, conflict
mediation helps people learn
more about themselves and the
elements of their behavior that
drive or perpetuate conflict.
But, he says, "Sometimes all
you can do is get people to
stop doing nasty stuff, to real
ize that it's counter-produc
tive. You start with self-inter
est. You might get to introspection— sometimes you do.
But you can settle for self-interest."
V

“It's the people

w ho feel pow er
less w ho cause
the problems.

N o t on ly does

pow er corrupt,
powerlessness
corrupts

Kristin Rodine is a staff writer at University Communications.
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Roland Redmond and his
associate Zhenkui Ma
create com puter portraits
of animal and vegetation
distribution! statewide.
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i ^ v o u are, let us imagine, a
M
wildlife photographer assigned
M
to capture a shot of a bull elk
and his harem. You are out of
sight of roads, on public land,
in a meadow with a backdrop
of forested mountains. You might have to
stalk the high country for weeks, relying on
anecdotal reports and hoping to get lucky.
But by 1995, when Roland Redmond's
Montana Biodiversity Project is complete, a
few minutes at a computer keyboard will call
up terrain and habitat that fit your assign
ment, broken into areas about the size of a
football field.
Redmond can't guarantee you will get your
picture, but he does promise broad benefits to
every Montanan: An inventory covering the
entire state, with details of vegetation,
elevation, topography, land ownership,
management of public land, road density, and
the distribution of 410 land animals, all
vertebrates, from robins to grizzlies, in units
as small as five acres. This database will
ultimately be large enough to fill more than
100 home-computer hard disks.
Since this information has never before
been available in one place and in such detail,
its value is incalculable. But one outcome is
certain. The MBP will set to rest many of the
arguments fueling long-simmering controver
sies like the Montana Wilderness Bill. "We'll
be able to say, 'Here is what you've got, you
decide what to do with it,"' Redmond says.
Redmond is a research associate professor
in the Division of Biological Sciences. He
directs the project's nine-person team from a
long, narrow office on the second floor of the
Botany Building. His desk, worktable, and a
converted laboratory counter are cluttered
with dozens of stacks of documents. The
multitude of reports, journals, and memoranda
cover every inch of surface and are a
metaphor for Redmond's work: multitudinous
fact, efficiently and accessibly crammed into a
small space. The biologist rummages through
them as he explains the project's genesis.
In 1989, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
established the Gap Analysis Program to inven
tory the biodiversity of the entire nation. The
purpose was to predict where certain species

the
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are likely to occur and so better anticipate potential
land-use conflicts. With Gap, management priorities
could be set before costly and heroic measures are re
quired to save another endangered species like the
Redmond appreciates their beauty and utility. He notes
grizzly bear, wolf, or black-footed ferret.
the potential for developing commercial products from
Redmond was at the time a post-doctoral scholar
these images.
with a UM doctorate in zoology and a yen to remain
In the third-floor computer room, Redmond's associ
in Missoula. In collaboration with forestry Professor
ate,
Zhenkui Ma, peers into a twenty-three-inch-highSteven Running, Redmond put together an initial pro
resolution color monitor, part of a computer nicknamed
posal for the Montana landscape. Since then, the five"Atlas" for its power and mapping ability. This IBM RS/
year budget has grown from $45,000 in seed money
6000 workstation and associated software, a donation
from the Fish and Wildlife Service to $1.5 million
from its manufacturer,
raised, or still to be
was valued at close to
raised, from public
$200,000.
Although
agencies and private
the machine is not sig
companies. Project
nificantly larger than a
collaborators now in
personal computer, its
clude computer sci
speed and storage ca
ence Associate Pro
pacity are equivalent to
fessor Ray Ford, bio
that of a large main
logical science Pro
frame computer of 15
fessor Richard Hutto,
years ago. Without the
forestry Research As
processing power of
sociate Professor Paul
Atlas, Redmond says,
Hansen and forestry
the FWS would likely
Research Professor
have turned to research
Robert Pfister.
groups in Utah, Idaho,
Redmond, a trim
or Wyoming to do this
forty-three, clearly
project. Redmond also
gets out from be
believes he was fortu
hind his desk often
nate to find Ma and
and is much-involv
Ray Ford from compu
ed in every facet of
M osaic o f 3 i Landsat Thematic M apper images covering the state o f Montana. All were acquired
during the growing seasons (June-August) between 1989 and 1 9 92 .
ter science, who have
the MBP, including
the skills to harness
"ground-tru thi ng,"
that power.
confirming by ob
hanks to programs written by Ma, a slight,
servation in the field the hypothesized data on habitat
and vegetation. But when asked to assign himself a
thirty-eight-year-old who came to UM
with a doctorate in remote sensing from
job title, he laughs and suggests "research administra
tor." He ferrets out of his piles what appears to be a
the University of Michigan, Atlas can do
the work of many people with greater ob
work of modern art: a field of splotches of color
ranging from deep crimson to pale ecru. Actually, it's
jectivity, consistency, and precision. One
wonders if, in the close-knit world of specialized
a map overview of north-central Montana along the
Canadian border. This map is one of the computerming, Ma is a "star." "When this stuff is published,"
enhanced breakdowns of thity-one Landsat satellite
Redmond says, "he will be."
images that, tiled together, cover the state. The col
The MBP database begins by combining three of seven
ors are measures of light reflected from the earth's sur
spectral bands recorded in a Landsat image of the land
face. This spectral information is used in conjunction
scape and describing them as vegetation or land cover.
with biophysical data such as slope, elevation, and as
Gap analysis projects in other states often do this manu
pect to map existing vegetation and land cover.
ally. Then, Atlas' vegetation portrait is filtered through a
While such maps are only a by-product of MBP,
model that predicts what animal species should be found

b y Steven M. Krauzer
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in a particular habitat. "If this cover type is suitable for
more we know," Redmond says, "the better we're go
ground squirrels," Redmond gives as an example, "we will
ing to manage what we have left."
say there are, potentially, ground squirrels living there."
A Forest Service manager contemplating a timber
By mapping animal distributions statewide, and eventu
sale but concerned about the effect on an elk migra
ally nationwide, areas that may be important for many
tion corridor, a group opposed to a subdivision, even
different species can be identified. At that point, land
a hunter determined to get a deer this season— all will
ownership and current management become important
be able to use the database to project the results on
to identify gaps in current levels of species protection.
the ground.
After the project is completed, the data will be re
Redmond says the project takes no position on de
leased to the public
through the State Li
brary in Helena. Net
works could make the
information
acces
sible through termi
nals at libraries and
schools across the
state.
Anyone, be
they logger or envi
ronmentalist, will be
able to get their re
source questions an
swered through an
icon-based computer
program, Arc/View.
Because of the
magnitude of the data
and its inchoate form
as billions of binary
bits, it is perhaps dif
ficult to imagine its
potential benefits. It
helps to set aside the
question of how it
works in favor of
what it does. Using
Arc/V iew for your
In addition to the statewide project described in the article, the Wildlife Spatial Analysis Lab is used b y fa cu lty and graduate students
elk-photographing as
fo r a variety o f related projects. Shown above is Claudine Tobalske. a doctoral student from France, who is digitizing a
cover/non-cover map o f the Upper Ju ra Mountains Regional P ark in France.
signment,
for ex
ample, you might ask,
"Given public land,
elevation above five thousand feet, meadow, no roads,
cisions that may be made based on MBP's data. MBP
and forested mountains within a mile, where can I find
is merely a compiler, a seeker of facts— albeit a huge
elk? This predictive capability is likely the database's
quantity of facts arranged in a complex matrix. And,
most useful feature. The impacts of mining, timber harpotentially, a facilitator. "Agencies sometimes have
vest, agriculture— Montana's historic economic base—
difficulty working together," says Redmond. "This is
are at once both inevitable and potentially far-reaching.
not surprising given the different resources they man
But until recently neither the data nor the technology
age. It is often easier for an independent group like
has been available to help us predict how these prac
the University to facilitate cooperative efforts."
V
tices, coupled with increasing urban and suburban de
velopment, will change the face of the state. "The
Stephen Krauzer is a Missoula-based free-lance writer.
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ees are wonderful," says Penny
Kukuk, a U M research associate
professor specializing in "social in
sect

studies."

Lasiocjlossum

hemichalceum, or the Communal Halictine Bee, fas

cinates Kukuk because it lives in harmony in small,
communal groups where there are no hierarchies
and no fighting, yet the bees aren't related. They
even feed each other. W ith the help of a threeyear National Science Foundation grant, Kukuk
is finding out what social conventions allow the
bees to live so cooperatively and how their social
machinery evolved. "The conventional theory is
that animals only help their relatives, so this type
of system is rare," says Kukuk. 'W e don't under
stand it."

s h o t

Division of Biological
Sciences Research Associate
Professor Roland Redmond
and his associate Zhenkui
Ma create computer portraits
of animal and vegetation dis
tributions statewide. This
computer enhancement por
trays the Rattlesnake Valley
north of Missoula.
On the cover: Assistant
Professor of Geology Nancy
Hinman is working with a
team of scientists to lay the
groundwork for a search for
signs of life on Mars.

